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1 Background
Applicants Name: Guido Juckeland
Application Name: SOMA
Programming Language: C
Programming Model: MPI, OpenACC (this report focuses on MPI only)
Source Code Available: Yes, https://gitlab.com/InnocentBug/SOMA
Input Data: Number of timesteps (-t <num timesteps>) and number of polymers (-npoly
<num polymers>) to compute
Performance Study: Performance check (audit)
Application Description: SOMA (Soma Offers Monte Carlo Acceleration) simulates the ”sin-
gle chain in mean field” model for soft coarse-grained polymers.
Problem Description: Investigation of scalability and performance weaknesses of code.
Testcase Configuration: SPEC ”ref” problem size with 200 timesteps and 14,000,000 poly-
mers for small SOMA version; SPEC ”ref” problem size with 1,300 timesteps and 42,000,000
polymers for medium SOMA version
Machine Description: CLAIX2018 cluster at the IT Center of the RWTH Aachen; Each
compute node with two Intel Xeon Skylake 8160 processors; each processor with 24 cores at 2.1
GHz and attached with 96 GB memory
Environment Used: Intel compiler, Intel MPI; build system of SPEC benchmark suite
Analysis Tools: Extrae, Paraver, Dimemas, Score-P, Cube

2 Application Structure

Figure 1: Execution of small SOMA version illustrated using Vampir, compiled with Intel MPI
and run with the ”test” dataset. Timeline chart of the 4 ranks at the top, chart highlighting
most time-consuming functions on the right and at the bottom.

Figure ?? illustrates an execution with a ”test” case of SOMA 611. The initialization period
of the execution is characterized by the MPI initialization and broadcast for data distribution
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among the processes and the function calls init phase and get particle type. This phase is
followed by computation where every rank computes a specific number of polymers so that the
computational effort is distributed evenly across the ranks. Therefore, the number of polymers
should be dividable by the number of ranks.

After the initialization, the execution performs iterations (10 iterations in this case). The
functions called in each iteration are illustrated by Figure ?? and Figure ??. The monte -
carlo propagation is the top function. At the end of an iteration, MPI Allreduce is called in
function coord to index unified to synchronize data.

At the end, the master process calls compares states and the execution finalizes with
MPI Finalize.

Figure 2: Call graph of SOMA on CLAIX2018 shown in Cube, compiled with Intel MPI and
run with ”test” dataset. monte carlo propagation is the most time-consuming function inside
main function.

3 Focus of Analysis (FOA)
Because of frequent executions and high time consumption of the iterations where the monte -
carlo propagation function is called, the iterations are defined as the focus of analysis (FOA)
in the following report.
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4 Scalability
The execution scalability of the FOA is illustrated in this section. For the testcase 613, exe-
cutions with 10, 20 and 40 ranks were performed on a single node. The wall-clock time and
calculated speedup are illustrated in Figure ??.

(a) Speedup (b) Efficiency

Figure 3: Speedup and efficiency of 613

From 10 to 20 ranks, the achieved speedup amounts to 1.95. From 10 to 40 ranks, the
achieved speedup amounts to 3.28. The scalability efficiency (= speedup

#ranks )amounts to 0.97 and
0.82 respectively. The executions scale nearly linearly although the efficiency decreases a little
bit with 40 ranks. Table ?? illustrates the execution time distributions. With more ranks more
time is elapsed in MPI.

Ranks Runtime of FOA (s) % MPI of runtime
10 3955.21 2.568
20 2030.58 3.1
40 1204.81 4.41

Table 1: Execution time of 613

For the 713 testcase, executions with 10, 20 and 40 nodes were conducted. Since each node
has 48 cores, 480, 960 and 1920 ranks were employed respectively. Figure ?? illustrates the
speedup and efficiency. Compared to 613, the speedups of 713 are worse. For instance, with 40
nodes, the speedup amounts to 1.59 which is far away from the optimal value 4. The calculated
efficiency amounts to 0.39 which is quite poor. The poor performance is mainly due to large
network and increased communication time share, illustrated in Table ??

Nodes Ranks Runtime of FOA (s) % MPI of runtime
10 480 4033.6 23.611
20 960 2931.17 29.855
40 1920 2543.72 35.038

Table 2: Execution time of 713
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(a) Speedup (b) Efficiency

Figure 4: Speedup and efficiency of 713

5 Efficiency
POP has introduced comprehensive metrics to describe an execution (https://pop-coe.eu/
sites/default/files/pop_files/metrics.pdf). For each metric, a value from 0 to 1 is
measured. The higher the value the more efficient is the execution.

Nodes 1 1 1
Ranks 10 20 40
Global efficiency 0.974 1 0.97
- Computation efficiency 1 1.04 1.02
- - Instruction scaling 1 0.99 0.99
- - IPC scaling 1 1.052 1.03
- Parallel efficiency 0.974 0.969 0.955
- - Load balance 0.978 0.985 0.967
- - Communication efficiency 0.996 0.984 0.988
- - - Serialization efficiency 0.998 0.988 1
- - - Transfer efficiency 0.998 0.995 0.989

Table 3: POP efficiency metrics for the test case 613

Table ?? illustrates the efficiency values of 613. Most of the values are near the optimal value
1. Especially, the IPC with 20 and 40 ranks are higher than 1. The instruction executing speed
is accelerated by higher cache capability, higher bandwith and low cache latency. However, the
instruction scaling decreases with more ranks. That means additional or redundant useful
instructions were performed with 20 and 40 ranks.

Table ?? illustrates efficiency metrics of 713. Compared to 613, we observed similar acceler-
ated instruction executing speed (higher IPC with 20 and 40 ranks) and redundantly performed
instructions. However, 713 has a poor parallel efficiency (0.701 and 0.65 with 20 and 40
nodes). That is mainly due to low transfer efficiencies which means lots of time is elapsed
during MPI communication calls since the size of the network is increased. (The poor transfer
efficiencies can also be confirmed by Table ??.)
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Nodes 10 20 40
Ranks 480 960 1920
Global efficiency 0.764 0.679 0.501
- Computation efficiency 1 0.969 0.771
- - Instruction scaling 1 0.908 0.767
- - IPC scaling 1 1.068 1.006
- Parallel efficiency 0.764 0.701 0.65
- - Load balance 0.962 0.953 0.963
- - Communication efficiency 0.794 0.736 0.675
- - - Serialization efficiency 0.964 0.97 0.961
- - - Transfer efficiency 0.835 0.766 0.696

Table 4: POP efficiency metrics for medium SOMA version with 10-node execution as reference;
”ref” run with Intel MPI

ranks Ins Average IPC
min avg max sum

10 9.70E10 9.70E10 9.70E10 9.70E11 1.35
20 4.86E10 4.86E10 4.86E10 9.71E11 1.42
40 2.44E10 2.44E10 2.44E10 9.76E11 1.39

Table 5: 613 SOMA

6 Load Balance
According to Tables ?? and ??, for 613 and 713, the observed load balance is reasonable. Figure
?? illustrates the executions of 613 with 40 ranks and of 713 with 1920 ranks. In the figures,
regions colored with blue indicates computation while regions colored with black means MPI
communications. All ranks end up computation and start to communication at the same time
point (around). Therefore, the load balance is nearly optimal.

7 Serial Performance
In this section, the execution of individual ranks during the computation phase is explored.
Table ?? and Table ?? illustrate the number of performed instructions as well as the calculated
IPC. The number of instructions differs negligibly from individual ranks for a certain execution.
The number of sum instructions increases with the number of ranks. At the same time, the
measured IPC is improved a little bit with more ranks.

ranks Ins Average IPC
min avg max sum

480 6.727E9 6.728E9 6.728E9 3.22E12 1.77
960 3.704E9 3.704E9 3.704E9 3.55E12 1.89
1920 2.192E9 2.192E9 2.193E9 4.21E12 1.78

Table 6: 713 SOMA
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(a) 613

(b) 713

Figure 5: load balance

8 Communications
As stated in the section about the application structure above, the main MPI communication
taking place is synchronization of data via MPI Allreduce. Considering the scalability of 613
SOMA, the increased MPI synchronization that is caused by an increase in ranks does not seem
to affect the performance of the application a lot.

However, MPI synchronization has a large effect on 713 SOMA. Figure ?? illustrates the
execution of an iteration each time with 480, 960 and 1920 ranks. The pink colored area
indicates MPI Allreduce. The time share of MPI Allreduce increases from 480 to 1920 ranks.

Besides, compared to 613, the size of synchronized data of 713 SOMA increases too, from
50MB to 153MB per call of MPI Allreduce, independent on the amount of employed ranks.

Due to the high time consumption of MPI calls which are blocking, MPI Allreduce should
be replaced by MPI IAllreduce in order to hide the data synchronization time if possible.

9 Summary of Observations
In conclusion, SOMA performs efficiently, when compiled with Intel MPI. 613 and 713 SOMA
both have well-balanced load distribution. The measured average IPCs are always higher than
1 which is reasonable.

However, the executions of 713 SOMA have some limitations. The achieved speedup with
1920 ranks amounts to 1.58 referenced to the execution with 480 ranks which is far away from
optimal speedup of 4. The suboptimal speedup is caused by redundant operations where the
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Figure 6: 713: execution of an iteration with 480, 960, and 1920 ranks from top to bottom
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measured Instruction scaling amounts to 0.767. In addition, frequent data synchronization
calling MPI Allreduce also causes poor scalability where the amount of data to be synchronized
is huge ( 153MB each time). If the blocked MPI Allreduce can be replaced by asynchronous
MPI functions, the execution performance as well as the scalability can be improved.
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